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Cambodia records 10-pct rise in rice export in first 5 months

Cambodia - Cambodia exported 257,637 tons of milled rice in the first five months of 2017, up 10 
percent compared with the same period last year, according to the latest report on Saturday.
The Southeast Asian nation exported its rice to 57 countries and regions around the world, said the 
report compiled by the Secretariat of One Window Service for Rice Export.
Three top buyers are China, France and Poland, it said, adding that China imported 88,769 tons of milled 
rice from Cambodia during the January-May period this year, France imported 33,459 tons, and Poland 
purchased 23,036 tons.  Read more
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Vietnam - A report of the company said of the 
67 rice products in the domestic market, only 21 
products are given Vietnamese names.
Nguyen Van Nam, a renowned economist, and 
former head of the Trade Research Institute, said 
the report does not surprise him.
However, he believes that the problem is not the 
low quality of Vietnam’s products, but the branding 
strategy followed by Vietnamese enterprises.
“Vietnam has many new tasty rice varieties which 
have high quality, but they are little known,” he 
said.  Read more

Thailand - Rice prices are expected to continue 
rising until the end of the year, with Thailand’s 
state rice stocks due to be disposed of and natural 
disasters occurring in many countries around the 
world. Commerce permanent secretary Wiboon-
lasana Ruamraksa reported to the National Rice 
Policy Committee chaired by Prime Minister Prayut 
Chan o cha that global rice demand is expected to 
surge throughout the year on anticipated lower 
production in light of natural disasters and a sharp 
drop in Thailand’s state rice stockpiles.  Read more

Philippine - The  National Food Authority here 
has expressed full support to the immediate im-
portation of rice for fear of  rice shortage in the 
province come lean months.
Provincial Manager Corazon Pangan said she is 
happy that the NFA council has already decided to 
import rice through the private sector to augment 
the country’s buffer stock of its staple food in the 
coming lean season. Read more

Myanmar - Myanmar exported over 180,000 
tonnes of rice – worth over US$59 million – in May, 
including over 72,000 tonnes of rice – worth over 
$21 million – by ship, according to the Ministry of 
Commerce. May’s rice export volume exceeded 
April’s volume by over 100,000 tonnes.
The country exported 39,115 tonnes of white and 
parboiled rice worth $11 million from May 28 to 
June 3 via sea routes: 6,430 tonnes of Emata rice 
to Bangladesh,   Read more

Kenya - The Kenya Bureau of Standards (Kebs) 
has denied the existence of “plastic rice” in the 
country.
In a statement to newsrooms, Kebs Managing 
Director Charles Ongwae said the agency sent its 
market surveillance team to conduct tests on rice 
sold in several stores.
He said the test results confirmed that the rice 
currently in the Kenyan market is safe for con-
sumption.  Read more

Vietnam - The FAO forecast that the biggest rice 
producer this year will be China with 142.3 million 
tonnes, followed by India with 110.4 million 
tonnes, Indonesia and Bangladesh.
The report said global rice output is likely to 
increase by 0.7 percent to 502.3 million tonnes 
thanks to production facilitation policies in Asia 
and yield recovery in South America and Australia. 
Read more

Vietnam - TThailand has exported 5.5 million 
tonnes of rice during the first five months of this 
year and is expected to reach its export target of 
11 million tonnes by the end of the year.
 Thailand continues to be a major rice seller in the 
global market, with around 5.5 million tonnes of 
rice already exported during the first five months 
of 2017. If the trend continues, the amount of 
rice exported this year will reach up to 11 million 
tonnes, or 10 million THB worth of rice, breaking 
the previous record of 10.8 million tonnes in 2014.   
Read more

Vietnam - Asian rice prices rose this week, 
extending gains from the week before on strong 
demand from importers including Bangladesh and 
the Philippines, traders said on Thursday (15/06).
In Thailand, benchmark 5-percent broken rice was 
quoted at $450-$457 a tonne, free-on-board (FOB) 
Bangkok, up from $440-$457 last week.
Thai rice prices have been rising steadily since 
March, when traders started loading ships, and 
touched levels unseen since August 2013 last week
Read more

Vietnam - The rains in June 2017 helped cool 
down the land in the Delta. The Central Hydrome-
teorological Forecast Center said the floods this 
year may be a little higher than previous years. 
This is a great opportunity for locals to store 
water in the context of big changes in the Mekong 
water flow due to water exploitation in the upper 
course by hydropower plants and water diversion 
projects. Both farmers and scientists are concerned 
about the development of Mekong Delta, the rice 
granary of the country, amid attempts to change 
the current of the river.
According to Nguyen Nhan Quang, a river basin 
management expert, Thailand has had 990 more 
projects in the northeast on using Mekong’s water 
to serve irrigation in the area. Read more

India - The government has approved Rs 80 per 
quintal hike in paddy MSP, while support price of 
pulses has been raised by up to Rs 400 per quintal 
to encourage farmers increase area sown under 
Kharif crops this season. 
The Union Cabinet had on June 7 approved 
the minimum support price of 14 kharif (sum-
mer-sown) crops. Read more Bangladesh - Bangladesh will lower tax on rice 

imports in a bid to cool record-high local prices 
amid dwindling state reserves, the country’s 
commerce minister said on Tuesday.
Domestic rice prices reached an all-time high in 
May after flash floods hit local output and state 
rice stocks plunged to 10-year lows.
“We have decided to reduce the import duty to 10 
percent from the current 28 percent,” Commerce 
Minister Tofail Ahmed told reporters.
The price of rice will come down by 6 taka per kg as 
a result of the tax change, the minister said.
High demand from Bangladesh, the world’s 
fourth-biggest rice producer, could underpin prices 
in major exporters such as Vietnam, Thailand and 
India. Read more

Bangladesh -Rice imports by private traders 
slumped 58 percent year-on-year to 103,200 
tonnes between July 1 and May 25 of the outgoing 
fiscal year. In December 2015, the government 
increased customs duty on rice imports from 
10 percent to 25 percent to discourage imports. 
But the total duty amounts to 28 percent when 
3 percent regulatory duty is added. As a result, 
private traders have been avoiding rice imports 
for the past one and a half years. However, Ban-
gladesh’s stock of rice has also shrunk as 750,000 
tonnes of rice were distributed following the loss 
of harvest in haor areas and as part of a project 
aiming to provide rice to the poor at Tk 10.  
 Read more

South Korea - South Korea is expected to 
become the world’s 15th largest producer of rice 
this year, a report by the United Nations food orga-
nization showed Sunday.
According to the Food Outlook by Food and Agri-
culture Organization (FAO), South Korea is set to 
produce 4.1 million tons of rice this year, down 3.1 
percent from 4.2 million tons in 2016.
The total should be equivalent to 0.8 percent of 
all rice to be harvested this year around the world 
that could reach 502.6 million tons, the report 
said. Numbers for South Korea are roughly on par 
with that of Egypt.  Read more

Vietnam - According to the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Rural Development, Vietnam shipped 
2.3 tonnes of rice in the first five months of 2017, 
bringing in US$1 billion, up 1.6% in volume and 
1.2% in value. Thanks to such positive figures, the 
rice sector has escaped a long period of shrinking 
exports and re-joined the club of commodities 
with respective export values reaching over 
US$1 billion.
China is currently the largest buyer of Vietnam-
ese rice, importing 815,000 tonnes worth US$376 
million, up 16% over the same period of 2016. 
Shipments to China, which has a preference for 
glutinous and jasmine rice from Vietnam, account 
for 47.5% of Vietnam’s total rice exports. Although 
rice exports are still experiencing some difficul-
ties, shipments to China remain strong, especially 
through official channels.  Read more
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Vietnamese choose foreign rice not 
because the latter is better, but be-
cause Vietnamese enterprises don’t 
know how to build their brands

Workers unload rice bags at Wardan Jetty in Yangon.

Thai rice - Illustrative photo (Photo: NNT/VNA)

After months of significant reductions, Vietnam’s rice exports 
have finally returned to growth thanks to positive market news.
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ជំជួបជាមួយ លោក ទង ស៊ីម៉ន បោានសហគមន៍កសិកម្មកំពីងពួយ  បង្កើនផល

សហព័នបោជ៊ំជាមួយរោងម៉ោស៊ីនរៀបចំផោនការផ្គង់ផ្គង់អង្ករឲោយគោប់កូតា និង មនបោសិទ្ធភាពខ្ពស់

មន្តោីសហព័ន្ធភសោូវអង្ករកម្ពុជជានឹងធ្វើបទបង្ហោញពីសកា្តោន៊ពលអាជីវកម្មអង្ករ ក្នុជងពិព័រណ៍

ផលិតផលកសិកម្មអន្តរជាតិជាលើកទី១

សហព័ន្ធភសោូវអង្ករលើកទឹកចិត្តការទិញនិងការចោកចាយអង្ករមនបោភពចោបាស់លាស់ 
នៅថ្ងៃទី ១៣ ខែមិ្ ុនា ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៧ អនាកសមមបសមមរួលការងាររបស់អគ្គនលខាធិការដ្ឋា នសហពន្ធ័មសរូវអង្ករ ថនតំបន០់៥ បានជួបជាមយួ 

នោក ទង សីុមន៉ មបធានសហគមនក៍សិកម្មកំពីងពួយបនង្កើនផលខែលស្ិតនៅកនាុង ភូមអិូរតាញា ឃុំតាមកាម មសរុកបាណន ់នែត្តបាតែ់ំបង 

និងបានសមមបសមមរួលឯកសារចូលជាសមាជិករបស់សហពន្ធ័មសរូវអង្គរ កនាុងតំបន០់៥របស់សហគមន ៍ និងបានសំនណះសំណាលពីបញ្ហា

ជួបមបនទះកនាុងសហគមនរ៍បស់គាត ់ បានផ្តល់ឯកសាររបស់សហពន្ធ័មសរូវអង្គរ និងការនមបើមបាស់ពូជមសរូវមកអូបនៅតាមវធិីសាសស្តថនការដ្ំ

ែុះ និងបទដ្ឋា នបនចចេកនទសកសិកម្ម នៅកនាុងនែើមរែូវវសសាននះនិងការជួយ�ផ្សព្វផសាយពីបញ្ហា ការនមបើមបាស់ថ្នា ពុំលគីមកីសិកម្មខែលបានបាញ់

នលើែំណាំមសរូវនៅនលើជំងឺ (បាលា ស់ និងជំងឺផ្សតិ )ខែលមានសារធាតុ Tricyclazole ខែលសហគមនអឺ៏រ ៉ុបានហាមឃាត ់ និងចំណុចមយួចំនួន 

ែូចខាងនមកាម៖

- វធិានការថនការមគបម់គងជំងឹបាលា ស់ (rice blast) 

- ជនមមើសវធិានការគីមនីមរៅពីថ្នា កំមាចេ តជំ់ងឹ (Tricyclazole)

- ថ្នា កំំចាតជំ់ងឹបាលា ស់នលើែំណាំមសរូវខែលមានធាតុសកម្ម

  មទីសីុកាលា ស្ូសលជាឧបសគ្គការនានំចញអង្ករនៅសហភាអឹរ ៉ុប ។

នៅថ្ងៃទី១៥ ខែមិ្ ុនា ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៧៖ សហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា បាននរៀបចំកិចចេមបជំុែសំ៏ខានម់យួន ្្ត តនលើការនមតៀមែលាួននិងនរៀបចំខផនកា

រកិន-ខកថចនាមសរូវអង្ករ និងការផ្គតផ់្គងទី់ផសារមបកបនដ្យមបសិទ្ភាពនៅឆ្នា ខំាងមុែ មសបនពលខែលរាជរដ្ឋា ភបិាលបាននសនាើសំុភាគីចិនប

នង្កើនកូតានានំចញអង្ករពី២០មុនឺនតានកនាុងឆ្នា ២ំ០១៧ នៅ៣០មុនឺនតានសមមាបឆ់្នា ២ំ០១៨។

កិចចេមបជំុននះបាននរៀបចំន�ើងនដ្យនលខាធិការដ្ឋា នសហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជានិងមានការអន ជ្ ើញចូលរមួពីមាចេ ស់និងតំណាងនរាងម៉ាសីុន

-មករុមហុ៊ននានំចញអង្ករនៅកានទ់ីផសារមបនទសចិនទាងំ២៦ នមកាមអធិបតី ឯកឧត្តម សុែ ពុទ្ីវុធ មបធានសហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា និង 

អនុមបធានមករុមមបឹកសាភបិាលពីររូបគឺ ឧកញ៉ា វង្ស ប៊ុននហង និង នោក នង វាសនា។

នោក មូល សារទិ្ី អគ្គនលខាធិការសហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា បានរាយការណ៍ជូនកិចចេមបជំុននះនដ្យនលើកន�ើងថ្ រហូតមកែល់ថ្ងៃទី១

៣ខែមិ្ ុនាឆ្នា ២ំ០១៧ ការនានំចញអង្ករនៅកានទ់ីផសារមបនទសចិនសនមមចបានមបមាណជាង១០មុនឺនតាន នដ្យបូកកូតាខែលនានំច

ញនលើសចំនួនកូតាមបមាណ២មុនឺនតានកាលពីឆ្នា ២ំ០១៦។ តាមរយៈបរមិាណននះ កម្ុជានឹងមតរូវនាអំង្ករនចញនៅកានម់បនទសចិនជាង 

៩មុនឺនតានបខន្មនទៀតសមមាបកូ់តាឆ្នា ២ំ០១៧ននះ។

ពិពធ័រណ៍ផលិតផលកសិកម្មអន្តរជាតិជានលើកទី១នៅកម្ុជា ខែលសហការនរៀបចំន�ើងនដ្យសហពធ័ន្អន្តរជាតិសមមាបក់ារគាមំទែល់សហ

មគាសខានា តតូចនិងមធ្យមថនមបនទសចិន សហការជាមយួមករុមហុ៊នកនាុងមសរុក សមាជិកសហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជាជានមចើននឹងចូលរមួមពឹតិ្តការ

ណ៍ននះ នែើម្ខីស្វងរកឱកាសចាបថ់ែគូ ខកថចនាផលិតផលកសិកម្មសំរាបន់ានំចញ។

ពិពធ័រណ៍ផលិតផលកសិកម្មអន្តរជាតិនលើកទី១នឹងនធ្វើនទ្ើងចាបពី់ថ្ងៃទី២៥ែល់ថ្ងៃទី២៨ខែមិ្ ុនាននះនៅនកាះនពមជ នហើយតាមការរពឹំងទុក

មករុមហុ៊នចិនមបមាណជា៨០០មករុមហុ៊នចូលរមួ មពមទាងំមានជានមចើននផ្សងនទៀតនឹងមកសិកសានែើម្នីធ្វើនរាងចមកនៅកម្ុជាផងខែរ។

កនាុងឱកាសសននាិសិទសារពធ័តម៌ានមុនមពឹត្តិការណ៍ពិពធ័រណ៍ តំណាងសហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា នោក នៅ ប៊ុនរទិ្ បានអះអាងថ្ សហពធ័

ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជានឹងអន ជ្ ើញសមាជិករបស់ែលាួនជានមចើនចូលរមួមពឹត្តិការណ៍ពិពធ័រណ៍ននះ នដ្យមបនោជនស៍មមាបជំ់នួបពាណិជជកម្មផង 

ចូលរមួសិកាខា សាោផង និង ជាពិនសសននាះ មសន្តីសហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជានឹងនធ្វើបទបងាហា ញពីសកា្ត នុពលអាជីវកម្មអង្ករនៅកម្ុជា កនាុងនធ័យ

ទាកទ់ាញវនិិនោគិន្្មីៗនទៀតនែើម្បីនង្កើនការនានំចញ។

នៅថ្ងៃទី១៣ខែមិ្ ុនាឆ្នា  ំ២០១៧៖ សហគមនស៍ស្តីនិងសហគមន៍

អភវិឌ្ឍនែ៍ថទនទៀត ខែលមានលកខាណៈ ែូចជាអនាកនមបើមបាស់ ឬ 

អនាកជំនួញខានា តតូច តាមមូលដ្ឋា នែណ្ឌ នានា កនាុងរាជធានីភនានំពញ 

បានសិកសាន្្វងយល់ពី អាជីវកម្មអង្កររបស់មករុមហុ៊ន Bayon 

Cereal Co. Ltd ខែលជាសមាជិកសកម្មរបស់សហពធ័ន្មសរូវអង្ក

រកម្ុជា កនាុងបំណងចាបថ់ែគូអភវិឌ្ឍនអ៍ាជីវកម្ម តាមរយៈការផ្គតផ់្គ

ងអ់ង្ករខែលគុណភាពល្អ មបភពចបាស់ោស់ និង តថមលាសមរម្យបំ

ផុតសមមាបជី់វភាពរបស់សមាជិក។

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more១៣ មិថ៊នា ២០១៧

១៥ មិថ៊នា ២០១៧

២០ មិថ៊នា ២០១៧

១៣ មិថ៊នា ២០១៧

ANNOUCEMENT Statistics
No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 

Per Ton)

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 660$                  

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 655$                  

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 585$                  

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 575$                  

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken 555$                  

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken 450$                  

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 420$               
8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 415$               
9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken 350$               

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken -$               

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.
- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

សហពន័្ធស្សូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា
CAMBODIA RICE FEDERATION

CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE

Week 23rd : 05th- 11th/June/2017 
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CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE CHART 
(WEEK 23RD: 05TH - 11TH/JUNE 2017)

Week 21st : 22nd - 28th/May/2017 Week 23rd : 05th- 11th/June/2017

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 660$                  

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 655$                  

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 585$                  

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 575$                  

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken 555$                  

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken 450$                  

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 420$               
8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 415$               
9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken 350$               

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken -$               

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.
- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

សហពន័្ធស្សូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា
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CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE

Week 23rd : 05th- 11th/June/2017 
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CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE CHART 
(WEEK 23RD: 05TH - 11TH/JUNE 2017)

Week 21st : 22nd - 28th/May/2017 Week 23rd : 05th- 11th/June/2017

FOB PRICE (Update: Week 24th : 12th - 18th/June/2017)
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